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From the world's legendary first marathon
runner to the icons of sport today: a book
about the great moments in sports history.
Whether famous boxer or young exceptional
swimmer, whether fearless ski jumper or
ingenious chess grandmaster: They all had
the dream to belong to the very greats of
their discipline - and they all wrote sports
history. This is their story told in a captivating
way!

The Dream of Gold brings the fascination of 
great triumphs and tragic defeats very close. 
Paulina Eichhorn's illustrations show the 
great moments of sport as if in close-up. 
Thus, the book conveys a fascinating picture 
of the unforgettable sports icons from the 
legendary first marathon runner in the world 
to the greats of sports today!

The Great Moments In Sports History

From the world's legendary first marathon runner to the icons of sport today: a book about the 
great moments in sports history



Volker Mehnert

has traveled the world for decades as a journalist, 
author and novelist. He has always been 
fascinated by places of myth and special location  ̶ 
the kinds of sites that don‘t give up their secrets 
easily.
Gerstenberg has published his books on 
Magellan, The Great Rivers of the World, 
Alexander von Humboldt, Magical Places, We 
Celebrate Festivals and Underground Worlds Of 
Wonder.

Paulina Eichhorn

born in 1993,studied design at Münster 
University of Applied Sciences and has 
worked for various magazines publishers and 
agencies since starting her career. She lives in 
Stuttgart. 
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